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“Sumptuously illustrated, this radiant volume encapsulates what it truly means to be a visual
artist.” —BooklistDavid Hockney’s exuberant work is highly praised and widely celebrated—he is
perhaps the world’s most popular living painter. But he is also something else: an incisive and

original thinker on art.This new edition includes a revised introduction and five new chapters
which cover Hockney’s production since 2011, including preparations for the Bigger Picture

exhibition held at the Royal Academy in 2012 and the making of Hockney’s iPad drawings and

plans for the show. A difficult period followed the exhibition’s huge success, marked first by a
stroke, which left Hockney unable to speak for a long period, followed by the vandalism of the
artist’s Totem tree-trunk, and the tragic suicide of his assistant shortly thereafter. Escaping the

gloom, in spring 2013 Hockney moved back to L.A. A few months later, Martin Gayford visited

Hockney in the L.A. studio, where the fully-recovered artist was hard at work on his Comédie
humaine, a series of full-length portraits painted in the studio.The conversations between

Hockney and Gayford are punctuated by surprising and revealing observations on other artists—
Van Gogh, Vermeer, and Picasso among them—and enlivened by shrewd insights into the
contrasting social and physical landscapes of Yorkshire, Hockney’s birthplace, and California.
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AcknowledgmentsIndexCopyrightIntroductionTurner with an iPhoneOne morning in the early

summer of 2009, I got a text from David Hockney: ‘I’ll send you today’s dawn this afternoon. An

absurd sentence I know, but you know what I mean.’ Later on it duly arrived: pale pink, mauve
and apricot clouds drifting over the Yorkshire coast in the first light of a summer’s day. It was as

delicate as a watercolour, luminous as stained glass, and as high-tech as any art being made in
the world today. Hockney had drawn it on his iPhone.The location of this sunrise was the northeast coast of England. For much of the early twenty-first century, Hockney lived in the seaside

town of Bridlington, after having spent the previous quarter of a century based in Los Angeles.
During the dark part of winter in East Yorkshire, the day length is short; in high summer, it begins

to get light in the early hours of the morning. Hockney exulted in the early morning glory over the
North Sea in another text (he is as fluent a texter as any teenager): ‘Would Turner have slept

through such terrific drama? Absolutely not! Anyone in my business who slept through that
would be a fool. I don’t keep office hours.’The text and the little dawn landscape were messages

from Hockney, one verbal and one visual. He communicates by word and by image, and almost

everything he has to say in each is worthy of attention. This is a book of conversations with the
artist, discussions that have gone on now for a decade and a half, increasingly long and wide-

ranging. The subject was usually pictures – that is, man-made images of the world. He
considered

them

from

many

points

of

view:

historical,

practical,

biological,

anthropological.Untitled, 5 July 2009, No. 3, iPhone drawingThe earliest of our talks took place

fifteen years ago; the most recent just a few weeks ago as I write. So the text is made up of
layers – a favourite word of Hockney’s. He stresses the different washes that make up a

watercolour, the coats of ink in a print, the strata of observation through time in a portrait. The
words in these pages have accumulated in a similar fashion over months and years, exchanged

by a variety of media old and new: telephone, email, text, sitting face to face talking in studios,
drawing rooms, kitchens and cars. Many of the thoughts are Hockney’s, but the arrangement is
mine.It’s a series of snapshots of a moving object: what he has thought and said at many

moments, and in various places. For most of this period, while Hockney’s headquarters was in

East Yorkshire, his interest was mainly directed towards depicting landscape in a multiplicity of
ways. The last three chapters, however, track him after a double relocation: physically back to his
old studio in California; and, in terms of subject matter, from outdoors to inside, from trees,

plants and fields, to figures in interiors. There is a caesura in the text too. The first three quarters
was completed at the beginning of 2011, the last portion over four years later, reflecting the

changes of viewpoint and inner feeling brought by that interval of time.*Hockney tells an

anecdote about a dinner party he once attended in Los Angeles. Another guest had posed a

question: ‘Are you a Constable or a Turner man?’ ‘I thought, “OK, what’s the catch?” So I asked
her what the answer was. She said, “Constable painted the things he loved, and Turner went in

for spectacular effects.” I said, “But, Turner loved spectacular effects.”’Hockney loves them too,

but like Constable he returned to paint the landscape of his youth. Constable found many of his
greatest subjects in his native village of East Bergholt in Suffolk. In the early twenty-first century,
Hockney went back to the rolling hills of the Yorkshire Wolds, which he had first explored as a
teenager. He drew them on paper, iPhone and iPad, painted them, and latterly filmed them
simultaneously through nine high-definition movie cameras. This created another kind of

spectacular visual experience, one never seen before in the history of art.In other words,

Hockney used very novel methods to tackle some of the perennial themes of art: trees and

sunsets, fields and dawns. The problems of painting and drawing these things were familiar not
only to Turner and Constable, but also to Claude Lorrain in the seventeenth century. Their

challenges were Hockney’s too: how can one translate a visual experience such as a sunrise – a
fleeting event involving expanses of space, volumes of air, water vapour and varying qualities of

natural light – into a picture? How do you compress all that into some flat coloured shapes on an
iPhone or anything else?Green Valley, 2008A picture, any picture, if you consider it for a
moment, depends on several remarkable procedures. It stops time, or if it is a moving picture, it
edits and alters time. Space is flattened. The subjective psychological reactions and knowledge

of both the person who made it and the one who looks at it are crucial to the way it is
understood.The savants of the eighteenth century were much exercised by the question of what

a person blind from birth, whose sight was suddenly restored, would make of the visible world.
Amazingly, the experiment was actually performed. In the 1720s, William Cheselden, a London

surgeon, removed the cataracts from the eyes of a thirteen-year-old boy. The latter gradually

came to associate the objects he had known only through touch with what he now saw. One of
the last puzzles he solved was that of pictures. It took two months, ‘to that time he consider’d

them only as Party-coloured Planes, or surfaces diversified with Variety of paint’. And that of
course is exactly what pictures are, but they fascinate us and help us understand and enjoy what

we see.All good artists make the world around us seem more complex, interesting and

enigmatic than it usually appears. That is one of the most important things they do. David
Hockney is unusual, however, in the range, boldness and verve of his thinking. A while ago, he

sent a book to a friend of his who was in prison in the United States. It was a thick History of
Architecture by Sir Banister Fletcher, much thumbed and characteristically admired by Hockney

for its beautifully lit photographs, but not intended as a work of reference. There was a long
silence from Hockney’s jailed associate. Then, eventually, there came a response. It turned out

that in his cell he had been working through the entire tome from cover to cover and finally

announced, ‘That’s the first history of the world I’ve ever read.’ Hockney was intrigued by this

response and thought it over. ‘In a way’, he concluded, ‘if it’s a history of the world’s buildings, it
is a history of the world’s changing power and people.’Something similar is true of Hockney’s
own central obsession. His abiding preoccupation is what the world looks like, and how human
beings represent it: people and pictures. It is a wide question, and a deep one, and it’s the

subject of this book.*DHI suppose essentially I am saying we are not sure what the world looks
like. An awful lot of people think we do, but I don’t.MGSo you believe it’s a mystery that can still

be explored and, what’s more, that it always will be?DHYes, it will. A two-dimensional surface
can easily be copied in two dimensions. It’s three dimensions that are hard to get onto two. That

involves making a lot of decisions. You have to stylize it or something, interpret it. You’ve got to

accept the flat surface. Not try and pretend it’s not there. Doesn’t that mean that we learn how to
get used to pictures and interpret them? And isn’t that one reason why we are fascinated by

pictures? I certainly am. I’ve always believed that pictures make us see the world. Without them,
I’m not sure what anybody would see. A lot of people think they know what the world looks like
because they’ve seen it on television. But if you are deeply fascinated by what the world really

looks like, you are forced to be very interested in any way of making a picture that you come

across.1A Yorkshire paradiseDHI’m not sure which modernist critic said that it wasn’t possible to
do anything with landscape any more. But when people say things like that I’m always perverse

enough to think, ‘Oh, I’m sure it is.’ I thought about it, then I decided that it couldn’t be true

because every generation looks differently. Of course you can still paint landscape – it’s not been
worn out.My first visit to see David Hockney in Bridlington was in September 2006. Not only had

I never been there before, I had never heard of anyone else doing so either. It’s so northern and

unfashionable as to be positively exotic. I changed trains at Doncaster and again at Hull. It was a
slow and surprisingly long journey. On a recommendation from Hockney’s friend and assistant
David Graves, I had booked a room at the Expanse Hotel – aptly named, since at low tide it

commands a view over a vast stretch of eastward-facing beach, with the white cliffs of
Flamborough Head in the distance to one side, and the cold flat mass of the North Sea

extending to the horizon.While I was having breakfast the following morning, Hockney and his
assistant Jean-Pierre Gonçalves de Lima appeared, both looking dapper (Hockney himself in a

check suit and cap), having driven over from Hockney’s home a couple of miles away at the
other end of the beach and the long, long seafront promenade. This house of Hockney’s turned

out to be the nicest building in the whole town, chosen with an artist’s eye. His mother and sister

Margaret used to live here, now the latter has moved round the corner. It is substantial, brickbuilt, bay-windowed, and dates – at a guess – from the 1920s. Previously it had been a small

hotel, and some of the rooms still have numbers above the doors, Hockney not having got round

to removing them. The place exudes a sense of solid comfort; the upper landing curves round

the hall with white-painted banisters in the way one sees in the sets of old Hollywood
films.Fridaythorpe Valley, August 2005Rainy Night on Bridlington Promenade, 2008DHI love that

we’re just by the sea here. When you walk out of my door, there’s a great big space there. It

makes me feel good when I go out for a walk on the beach. Beside the sea at Bridlington, my
sister once said, ‘Sometimes I think space is God.’ That’s a very nice, poetic idea.Almost
immediately, we were off in a zippy little convertible, on a quick flip round the countryside so that
I could see the places he had been painting. ‘We think we’ve found a paradise here’, he
remarked of the landscape inland from Bridlington, meaning by ‘we’ himself, his partner John
Fitzherbert and Jean-Pierre (otherwise known as J-P): in other words, the Hockney household.

Jean-Pierre, Hockney pointed out, was the only Parisian currently resident in Bridlington. In a
previous existence, J-P was an accordion-player. He had now become, it seemed, a keen

observer of East Yorkshire life.DHAt the moment, this is the place for me. I’ve got two friends

who live here too, and they like this rather quiet spot. John runs the house – he’s a very good
cook – and J-P became fascinated by the English provinces. He’s a musician, but over the last

few years he’s developed quite an eye, and he’s become almost as passionate about observing

the landscape as I have. He began to see what I was seeing, how fascinating it was, how nature

was constantly changing and moving. I couldn’t have done what I did without his assistance. At

least, the paintings would have been smaller. It was wonderful serendipity, I suppose.The great

thing is that my office isn’t here, it’s in LA; they don’t get to their desks until it’s six o’clock in the
evening here. So this is a sort of marvellous bohemian life with a bit of comfort. It’s a long time

since I’ve done any ambitious work in London, partly because I don’t have too much space there
and – more – because there are too many distractions. Here I can paint twenty-four hours a day.
Nothing else occupies your mind, other than at your choice. Otherwise, I read a great deal. In
London, too, there’s always someone dropping in, but not here – it’s too awkward a place to get

to. I like people to come and stay. I’m not anti-social; I’m just unsocial.Hockney enumerated
some of the beauties of the gently rolling local countryside: no electricity pylons, not many signs,

no lines painted on the road in the villages (‘they look like official graffiti’), and, above all, no

traffic and no people, or hardly any.It was true that the roads we drove down were almost
completely deserted. The Wolds are an empty quarter of Britain, not on the road from anywhere
to anywhere. The majority of travellers have always swept past on the Great North Road, now

called the A1, an hour’s drive or so to the west. This was a return to the scenes of Hockney’s

youth.DHI’ve always loved this part of the world, and I’ve known it for a long time. In my early
teenage years I worked on a farm here on breaks from Bradford Grammar School; it was a place
where you could get a job in the holidays. So I came and stooked corn in the early 1950s. I
cycled around, and I discovered it was rather beautiful.Bridlington. Gardens and Rooftops III,

2004Midsummer: East Yorkshire, 2004David Hockney painting The Road to Thwing, Late

Spring, May 2006Most people don’t realize that, because even if you drive to Bridlington from

West Yorkshire you think it consists of just a few fields. The Wolds are rolling chalk hills. No one

ever comes off the main road. If you do, you’re the only car around. You almost never see
another one, just occasional agricultural vehicles. I can take out large canvases, never meet

anyone. Once in a while a farmer comes to talk and look. The whole of East Yorkshire is fairly
deserted. Except for Hull, there’s no big city. Beverley is the county town; Bridlington is on the

road to nowhere, meaning you’ve got to aim to come here. So I can paint here totally

undisturbed. I enjoy this little bit of England very much.MGBut why move now after all those
years in California?DHI’d been coming to Bridlington at Christmas to see my family for the last

twenty-five years. My sister Margaret has lived here for the last thirty years. Even before my

mother moved here when she was ninety, she and I would always come from Bradford and
spend Christmas with Margaret here. As an unmarried son, I always came for the festivity. I
couldn’t give an excuse.Painting Woldgate Woods, 4, 5 & 6 December 2006Painting in situ, East

Yorkshire, May 2007Garrowby Hill, 1998The Road to York through Sledmere, 1997MGSo why
did you begin to paint Yorkshire landscapes in the late 1990s, pictures such as The Road across

the Wolds and The Road to York through Sledmere [both 1997]?DHWhen Jonathan Silver, who
ran Salt’s Mill, the museum of my work at Saltaire near Bradford, got really ill, I came over from

LA simply because I could see he was dying. He was a close friend. Before Jonathan’s illness
we had talked every couple of days on the telephone about art and all manner of things. That
was in 1997, and it was the first time I’d stayed in England for a few months since the 1970s.

Jonathan lived in Wetherby, which is a very pleasant drive from Bridlington, via York. I was going

there every couple of days to visit him, and I started noticing the countryside and how it
changed. Because it’s agricultural land around here, the surface of the earth itself is constantly

being altered. The wheat grows, then it’s harvested, then you see it ploughed.MGSo The Road
to York is about that journey?DHYes, but that was in late summer. I never stayed on in Bridlington

after Christmas. It was too dark and cold. I always went back to LA, so I never saw spring here.
The first one I saw in Britain for twenty years was when Lucian Freud was painting my portrait in
2002 and I used to walk to his studio in Kensington through Holland Park.MGIn Britain, spring

can be pretty cold and wet, even if it’s not quite so dark as winter.DHBut the rain is a good
subject for me. I began to see that that was something you miss in California because you don’t

really get spring there. If you know the flowers well, you notice a few coming out – but it’s not like
northern Europe, where the transition from winter and the arrival of spring is a big, dramatic
event. The surface of the desert in California doesn’t change. Do you remember Walt Disney’s
Fantasia? In the original version, they used Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring for one section. But

they didn’t get what Stravinsky’s music was about – they used dinosaurs trampling about. It
struck me that the Disney people had been in southern California for too long. They had

forgotten northern Europe and Russia, where you go from winter to everything forcing itself up
through the earth. That is the force in Stravinsky: not dinosaurs pushing down, nature coming up!

MGDid you just decide one day to settle here?DHIt happened more gradually. Originally, I was

intending to go back to LA, but I didn’t because it was getting more and more interesting in Brid.

Eventually, I stayed the whole year, and I saw how beautiful the winter was. But of course then

you only get six hours of daylight. In August, we have about fifteen hours. I’m incredibly daylightconscious, and light-conscious generally. That’s why I always wear hats, to minimize dazzle and
glare. Here the light might change every two minutes. You have to figure out how to deal with

that. In fact, we came to the conclusion that every day was totally different in this part of East

Yorkshire. There is absolutely constant change. Superficially, Bridlington and the country around
haven’t altered much in fifty years. But when you are here, you can see how it varies
continuously. The light will be different; the ground changes colour. In southern California if you
went out to paint, the only thing that would be fluctuating are the shadows as they moved. Here

the shadows might not be there much of the time, but other things are constantly altering.

Somebody came up to visit and said, ‘I can see why you like it here David; it hasn’t changed
much, but it changes all the time.’ I said, ‘Yes, precisely’.Winter Tunnel with Snow, March,
2006Late Spring Tunnel, May, 2006Early July Tunnel, 2006Early November Tunnel,

2006Hockney was engaged with one of the perennial themes of landscape painting, music and

pastoral poetry: the Four Seasons. The activities of the changing months were a staple of

medieval art. They are carved around the doorways of gothic churches, painted in illuminated
manuscripts. Pieter Brueghel the Elder and Poussin produced cycles of the Seasons. James

Thomson wrote a long poem on the subject, which was a favourite of Constable’s. Haydn’s
oratorio Die Jahreszeiten (The Seasons) was based on Thomson’s poem.That first day,
Hockney took me to some corners he had been painting, including the place he had dubbed
‘The Tunnel’: a track leading off the road that is flanked on both sides by trees and bushes
arched over the centre, forming a natural, leafy roof. They were all pieces of what could be called

– in the manner of a wine merchant who markets ‘Good Ordinary Claret’ – ‘good ordinary
English landscape’: nothing spectacular, nothing certainly to attract tourists in search of beauty

spots. Its attractions, like those of Constable’s East Bergholt, were revealed only to those who
observed it long and hard. Looking long and hard, it turned out, were two of the essential
activities in Hockney’s life and art – and also two of his greatest pleasures.Painting Woldgate

Woods III, 20 & 21 May, 2006DHI wanted to paint the whole year, because you see different
things as the seasons change. I painted ‘The Tunnel’ for the first time in August 2005. I named it
because it was a tunnel of foliage, with the branches of the trees arching over the path. Then I

painted it again several times over the following months. The picture I did in July shows the

abundance of nature, compared with the previous ones. Only after seeing the winter, do you
comprehend the richness of summer. The second large painting I did after ‘The Tunnel’ was of

Woldgate Woods. When I did it, I didn’t plan to do four, but then I understood how I could see the

space very clearly in the winter because there is less foliage and the trees go straight up,
reaching for light. So I went on and did a series.MGTrees are the stars of much of your recent

work. Why the fascination?DHTrees are the largest manifestation of the life-force we see. No two

trees are the same, like us. We’re all a little bit different inside, and look a little bit different

outside. You notice that more in the winter than in the summer. They are not that easy to draw,
especially with foliage on them. If you are not there at the right time, it is difficult to see the

shapes and volumes in them. At midday, you can’t do that.MGHave you become a connoisseur
of trees, then?DHYes, the trees become friends. One road I like particularly has trees that must

have been planted two hundred years ago. I’ve always liked trees, but being here you look really
hard at them. You notice things. The ash trees are always the last to come out.MGThe ash was
Constable’s favourite tree.DHThey have marvellous shapes. Constable, of course, knew the

place he was in intimately. He was very well acquainted with that landscape around East
Bergholt; and he did do trees better than Turner. He must have known exactly what time you

could see the trees clearest. You can work out approximately at what time of day his oil sketches
were painted. The shadows will tell you: if they are long, it’s morning or evening. He didn’t
generally paint the landscape in winter, did he?MGNo. Before he was married in 1816, he would
generally leave London to stay with his family in the country in early summer. It’s rather touching

that every year he writes to his girlfriend, Maria, to say that the foliage is richer and finer than
he’s ever seen it before …Woldgate Woods, 30 March – 21 April, 2006Woldgate Woods III, 20 &

21 May, 2006DHBecause there’d been a winter. Every time we get the spring I get thrilled like

that. Here we’ve noticed – and it takes you two or three years to notice – there’s a moment when
spring is full. We call it ‘nature’s erection’. Every single plant, bud and flower seems to be

standing up straight. Then gravity starts to pull the vegetation down. It was the second year I
noticed that; the third, you notice even more. At the height of the summer, the trees become a

mass of foliage, and the branches are pulled down by the weight. When it falls off, they’ll start

going up again. This is the sort of thing you notice if you are looking carefully. The fascination just

grew for me here. This was a big theme, and one I could confidently do: the infinite variety of
nature.MGThat’s your real subject isn’t it?DHIt is actually. Van Gogh was aware of that, when he
said that he had lost the faith of his fathers, but somehow found another in the infinity of nature.

It’s endless. You see more and more. When we were first here, the hedgerows seemed a jumble
to me. But then I began to draw them in a little Japanese sketchbook that opened out like a

concertina. J-P was driving, and I’d say ‘Stop’, and then draw different kinds of grass. I filled the
sketchbook in an hour and a half. After that, I saw it all more clearly. After I’d drawn the grasses, I

started seeing them. Whereas if you’d just photographed them, you wouldn’t be looking as

intently as you do when you are drawing, so it wouldn’t affect you that much.Bridlington July 14,
20042DrawingHockney drew as a child, he once speculated, because he was ‘more interested
in looking at things than other people’. That is, he wanted to draw because he was fascinated by
the visual world. He still is. Indeed, at a pinch, any object or view will do, anything can be

enthralling to look at and depict: a foot and a slipper, for example. Of course, Hockney has his
characteristic preoccupations as an artist: spacious landscapes, water, wilderness, people he
knows, human bodies, plants, dogs, interiors. But in his case, prior to focusing on a specific sight

is the fascination he finds in translating just about anything he sees into lines, dots, splodges of

colour, brushstrokes – in a word, marks. He believes that is an aspect of being human. ‘The urge
to draw must be quite deep in us, because children love to do it – being bold with crayon.
Sometimes I watch them and I think I must have been like that. Most people lose it, but some of

us keep it.’He was born in Bradford on 9 July 1937. By the age of eleven, he had decided to
become an artist, despite not knowing exactly what one did. When he was thirty-nine, he looked

back on his early life in an autobiography, David Hockney by David Hockney:The only art you
saw in a town like Bradford was the art of painting posters and signs. This was how one made

one’s living as an artist, I thought.… Of course I knew there were paintings you saw in books and
in galleries, but I thought they were done in the evenings, when the artists had finished painting
the signs or the Christmas cards or whatever they made their living from.The Big Hawthorn,

2008Despite this uncertainty, the young Hockney was utterly determined to pursue his career.
He won a scholarship to Bradford Grammar School, but was dismayed to discover how little

attention was paid there to the subject he loved. ‘We had just an hour and a half of art classes a
week in the first year; after that you went in for either classics or science or modern languages

and you did not study art. I thought that was terrible. You could study art only if you were in the
bottom form and did a general course. So I said, “Well, I’ll be in the general form, if you don’t
mind.” It was quite easy to arrange.’Hockney’s readiness to ignore the academic expectations of

Bradford Grammar School was characteristic. He continues to be a person who thinks every

question through in his own way, draws his own conclusions, and ignores conventional opinions.

Recently, he has displayed as little respect for the views of art historians and the art world as he
did then for what his teachers thought. ‘When I pointed out that I wanted to do art, they told me,

“There’s plenty of time for that later.”’ Obviously, he ignored that opinion. At Bradford Grammar
School in the late 1940s, the mathematics master had some little cacti on the window-sill of his

classroom; consequently, the young Hockney felt there was no need to listen to those lessons.
He sat at the back and secretly drew the cacti. Arguably, that’s exactly what he’s been doing ever
since. If the methods by which he makes drawings are sometimes cutting-edge, what he is doing

is primordial. Drawing, making a mark on a wall or a clay pot: these are activities that humans
have been doing for tens of thousands of years.MGPerhaps it was playing on paper with pencils,

paints, brushes, charcoal – anything – that made you want to become an artist in the first
place.Self-portrait, 1954
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Gayford and Hockney...this is great. Gayford writes so clearly and has, I
guess, been friends with Hockney for so long, that he can channel Hockney's conversations into

fascinating reading about art. I have heard Hockney speak on line and he tends to wander
around his points. The points are generally fascinating, but he takes an age to get there. In this

fascinating book, because Gayford is SUCH a good writer/interpreter/thinker about the subject

of art, you GET IT! And it's fun to read about their shared interests. This one got me hooked. I'm
now reading my way through the Gayford oeuvre and loving them all.”

Duke, “A Bigger Balance. What a delightfully written book about an artist who is willing to share
so much about himself with the reader. The dialogue is easy and enjoyable to read with the right
balance of conversations along with informative facts and illustrations. It is easy to see why

Hockney's personna is bigger than his art, no other contemporary artist has studied the science
and art of making two dimensional art from the three dimensional world as much as Hockney

and then been willing to answer questions about his philosophy and art and also be filmed
numerous times while painting makes him perhaps the most revealed and beloved artist of our

time. Any book on Hockney becomes dated quickly as he is constantly reinventing his art, this
book adds some of his latest endeavors into technology and photography using 9 cameras at
the same time to record a scene that earlier would have just used one camera. Wow, what a

genius, let's hope he lives and produces for another 20 years!The reproductions of his work are
numerous, but many are too small to be enjoy to their fullest, also the quality of the paper is
below most standards for art reproductions but fine for the text and perhaps it is part of the

balancing act between the text and images. The dialogue and author's note make for easy and
enjoyable reading, the chapters are short making it easy to read several during a break. If you

are a Hockney fan and want to see examples of his latest works and thoughts then buy this soon
before it sells out like many of his other recent art books.”

gammyjill, “Brilliant book about a brilliant man.. Martin Gayford's new book about David Hockney

is not a biography, but rather a series of on-going conversations Gayford had with Hockney over
a ten or so year period in many locations. Most were at Hockney's house in a secluded area in
East Yorkshire, where he moved after having lived in Los Angeles for many years. The

conversations, which make up the basis of the book, give full rein to Hockney's endless interest
in almost every kind of creative endeavor.David Hockney is 74 years old and has been

immersed in creativity of one sort or another since childhood. He's dabbled in photography,
computer graphics, stage design, and many other forms in addition to his well-known paintings.

He seems to be constantly asking questions about how and why both living things and art - in all
its forms - come to life. The influences of past artists and designers on his work is readily
acknowledged by Hockney. He's had a prodigious creative output in the past 55 years and until I

read Gayford's book, I never realised how pervasive Hockney's influence has been on current
artists. He seems to be an on-going link from past creativity to current and future
creativity.Author Martin Gayford know what questions to ask David Hockney to get the best and
most interesting answers. He's a long-time art critic in London and knows artists and their foibles

and seems to work with those foibles to make fascinating articles and books. I've read his recent

book on Lucien Freud, which was every bit as well-written as this one on David Hockney. For
anyone wanting to know more about David Hockney, his genius and the work that flows from that
genius, this is a good book to read. Gayford includes examples of most of the artwork being

discussed - that work by Hockney as well as other artists - as well as a good timeline of
Hockney's life. Reading this book is a wonderful experience.”

Michael, “Great Insight into Hockney's Work. The lengthy discussions with Hockney about his
paintings and his view of art and artist help make sense of his artistic goals and the choices he
makes to accomplish them. Beautiful illustrative color plates from works by Hockney and others.”

Erica, “This book !. This is a really good book. I'm still reading some of it ,but it's explaining alot
on what he's done etc. Just amazing so far.”

C. Roderick, “Hockney is an eloquent and fascinating teacher. Hockney is eloquent and

generous about his thoughts and processes... he is a special teacher... and his love of inquiry
and experiment is exciting...this is the best book on art I've ever read....”

Ozymandius, “Looking into the artist's vision. This is a fantastic reading experience and it's

interspersed with lovely artwork by Mr. Hockney. I love it so much that it will stay in my library as
a reference of inspiration.”

Harry Frank, “Conversations worth reading!. Maybe you don't like or "get" Hockney, but you have

to love and respect him. He is a powerhouse of ideas, energy and enthusiasm.A working artist
who has only gotten better, and BIGGER with time. Returning to roots at age 76, looking again at
the landscape of his youth, first through tradition means such as charcoal, then using new
technology, such as an iPad and video. His ability to "see" pattern and detail while remaining

fresh in his application is enviable, and makes for inspirational viewing. This is a great
conversation between old friends about new work.”

Crouton, “Good book with excellent quality pictures. Bought as a present, it was everything
expected. Good book with excellent quality pictures.”

Soubboura, “Such an enjoyable read. After visiting the Royal Academy exhibition, The Bigger

Picture, this was the perfect follow up; but even if you missed the exhibition, this book is

wonderfully enlightening, with 161 picures, most in full colour - through it I am now turned on to

art and excited to learn more and look forward to the journey ahead - as someone who now
counts art as one of my great interests”

Sylvi, “Favourite Painters. I have grown to like David Hockneys paintings over the years, was not

keen at first, then as I followed his work, could understand him more. A Bigger Message is my
third book of his and I love it, so easy to read in small sections being a conversation, and a real
insight into his work.”

Richard Dixon, “Fantastic insight into Hockney's incredible mind. Fantastic insight into Hockney's
incredible mind. Martin Gayford really gets to the heart of the matter. Well done to him.”

fiona, “Hockney magic. A fascinating book, highly readable, by Martin Gayford. So good, I went
on to order Gayford's "Yellow House" book on Van Gogh and Gaugin. Also highly recommended.”
The book by Martin Gayford has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 127 people have provided feedback.
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